TRADER QUESTIONNAIRE
Click or tap to enter a date.

NAME: Alberto Zaldivar
Occupation: Insurance sales I have been trading since: 1993
Program (Professional, Intermediate, Developing): Developing
Email: AlbertoZaldivar69@gmail.com

1) NeuroTrader Academy Course Work:
a. I am up to date with all the lessons.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. Waiting to see Fridays 5/17
(Add comment)
b. I found the lessons informative and helpful.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. Very much so.They caused me to do a lot of reflection and self
discovery.Understanding scarcity thinking and becoming aware that I was
suffering from it has been very helpful
(Add comment)
c.

I have come to learn of the importance that a balanced life has on my ability to become
a peak performing trader through the NT program.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
Since starting your program, I have found myself cooking more,getting a little
more exercise,having more smoothies,spending more time with wife and
daughter.I understand its importance.
(Add comment)

d. I have, to the best of my abilities implemented the advice given in the lessons.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐

I am trading demo. I view it as practice till we start.It has on one hand allowed me to increase my
trading skills to the point where I have this calm excitement of what is possible. On the other hand,its
very draining to trade for paper money.
(Add comment)

e. I have seen a change for the better in my primary relationships.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. Very True.However my wife wants to know when we'll be rich.
(Add comment)
f.

I feel better and more positive/hopeful of becoming a peak performing trader having
completed the NeuroTrader Academy preliminary psychological phase (10 functional
areas of life).
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. I still have questions as to how its going to come together.I use expert advisors
that I use as tools for entry when I see a set up.I am also using a trade
management program that takes over once position is entered.
iii. I understand and have no problem becoming intentional with my 5 minutes of
biodata daily however as my thinking of trading is I guess evolving into viewing
things from a more patient lens, perhaps I should limit my hours to maybe two
sessions weekly.The markets have this power to suck me into the vortex and
have me glued for 12 hours.With your course, my thinking has changed and feel
more comfortable away from the screen.
(Add comment)

2) One-on-One Mentoring:
a. I am currently doing the One-on-One Sessions with Ken or Chris.
1. Ken ☐ Chris ☒

ii. Spoke to Chris once maybe 10-15 minutes.I feel I am an advanced trader that
never had any mindset training.Going forward want to prove my skills to you
guys and hopefully earn some funding.
(Add comment)
b. I find the mentoring sessions helpful.
1. Yes ☐ No ☒
ii. Really yes and no. Chris made me aware of the mindset course which I've gone
thru.He has some really good things on self image and "like me" This is
powerfull stuff.The Self talk and the two lists positive negative
(Add comment)
c. The three most valuable lessons I have received personally from the mentoring sessions
are:
i. Click or tap here to enter text.
ii. Click or tap here to enter text.
iii. Click or tap here to enter text.

3) Trading results:
a. I am seeing a positive change in my trading results because of the NT program.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
b. I attribute the positive change in my trading results to:
1. The Course work ☒ Mentoring ☐ Combination of both ☐
ii. Click or tap here to enter text.
(Add comment)
c. My fear of loss has decreased.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. For me I think it has been more control over the impulse of jumping
in.Overtrading has been my problem for years.It's been the "make money now"
that has been the devil over the shoulder.

(Add comment)
d. I experience trading losses with less anxiety.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
Relying more on the trade management software to handle that.
(Add comment)
e. I have a greater sense of clarity and composure when I trade than before.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. 100%. I have a ritual now in the morning to get my mind cleared.
(Add comment)
f.

I have a greater sense of positive expectancy in my trading results.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. I have felt for years(decades) that if I could figure out why I sabotaged then I
could be a great one.
(Add comment)

g. My fear of success has decreased.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
ii. 100% I am just as worthy of making money as the Goldman Sachs desk.
(Add comment)
h. I have less anxiety to exit winning trades prematurely than ever before.
1. Yes ☒ No ☐
100% Aware of scarcity thinking and more focus on the structure than the price
(Add comment)

4) GENERAL FEEDBACK:

i. What would I like to see in the NT program that would improve the effects for
myself and other traders starting the same peak performance journey?
1. Maybe a chat room or some way to interact with other traders in the
same pursuit.
Click or tap here to enter text.
2. More on overtrading as opposed to fear based problems.How to stay
focused after a big run. Emotional discipline

5) TESTIMONIAL
a. Having completed this first phase of the NT program, please write a testimonial for
other traders in the space provided below.
1. So far after a few months,my thinking has changed.I am understanding
more how my ego, false beliefs and the caveman in my head have been
in control of my trading in the past. I have become aware of this and
look forward to my trading with me in control versus being swept away.

